MOBILE CARE EVERYWHERE

REMARKABLE MOBILITY

ENTERPRISE MOBILITY - EDUCATION
Mobility is becoming a salient element in the next generation of eLearning. Mobile devices are turning to be highly
instrumental in the lives of students, teachers, schools and universities. There is an evolving need to glue the
components of the new learning reality into a manageable environment for an effective ecosystem. COMMUNITAKE is
helping to streamline the new learning space with easy and intuitive system that facilitates manageability, reliability
and supportability.

CAPABILITIES
DEVICE MANAGEMENT
views, tracks and manages all your institution devices, the device attributes,
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the device branded display, the device users and the device connectivity to your institutional
network and content. Define device settings over the air and enforce the compliance to your
policies.

APPLICATIONS MANAGEMENT
defines prohibited on-device applications, mandatory on-device applications and
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the faculty application catalog. Define prohibited applications via blacklisting or allowed only
applications for kiosk mode. Perform dynamic mass distribution of new and updated education
applications and track and monitor compliance to the institution’s application policies.

BROWSER CONTROL
COMMUNITAKE

controls browser use to ensure that students navigate to only acceptable websites.

Blacklist restricted websites or whitelist websites. Define allowed only websites, prohibiting the
access to all other non-whitelist websites.

PRODUCTIVITY MANAGEMENT
COMMUNITAKE

supports all models of device ownership. Differentiate the use of applications, web

browsing and mobile services, based on the device time and location. Protect users’ privacy by
limiting the data collection from privately owned devices.

COLLABORATION
COMMUNITAKE

enables device sharing between the members of the institution’s communities. A

community member can invite another member to assume control over the requesting device for
remote guidance and consultation.

LEARNING CONTENT DISTRIBUTION
COMMUNITAKE

runs mass distribution of educational content to groups of students. Activate an easy

publication mechanism of files, documents and applications with no complex campaigns. Ensure the
presence of learning material in the devices.

SAFE DIALOG
COMMUNITAKE

allows safe dialog between faculty members inside a secure container. Messages are

visible only to properly managed devices. When a device is unenrolled, all messages are deleted.

CONNECTION MANAGEMENT
COMMUNITAKE provides device holders with an on-device application that seamlessly tests the device and

performs auto repair actions to optimize the device use everywhere and anytime.

REMOTE SUPPORT & GUIDANCE
COMMUNITAKE

enables IT staff to remotely control a device and provide effective support and guidance

to the faculty staff as if they are holding the device in their hands, regardless of its actual location.
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SMART AFFORDABLE AND EASY TO SETUP SYSTEM
Simplifies management via an intuitive GUI requiring minimal IT knowledge
Eases mobility management via one-and-done policies and mass distribution
Delivers best value, best priced education mobility solution

SEAMLESS REGULATED LEARNING
Locks down devices generating higher focus on learning tasks
Provides on-device diagnostics and auto repair app for always connected users
Integrates device takeover for remote guidance and collaboration

HIGHLY SECURE COMMUNICATION AND CONTENT
Secures access to institutions’ content and email
Maintains sensitive messaging inside a contained environment
Prevents security violations via automated compliance

TECHNOLOGY
COMMUNITAKE

supports Android (2.3+), iOS (5.0+), WP (8.1+) (Note: features vary by the operating system)

Cloud based solution or on-premises deployment along with White-label branding
Multi-tenant, highly scalable and redundant architecture

COMMUNITAKE delivers a comprehensive Mobility platform that unifies robust multi-channel support with highly secure device,

smart Enterprise Mobility Management, and core Android Internet of Things. The CommuniTake solutions suite (1) turns support
to be the hallmark of a successful service provider; (2) manages mobile resources, processes and security to effectively operate
business mobility; (3) enables complete wiretapping protection for mobile devices; (4) and facilitates seamless performance
for connected Android machines. CommuniTake proven success features superior technology; advanced functionality; flexible
delivery methods; and white label models. CommuniTake products are deployed by foremost operators and businesses worldwide.
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